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 The suite includes many useful tools that simplify everyday tasks as well as making it possible to create complicated special
effects quickly. For instance, it allows to create instant composites, mask your video, easily change a color, create and animate
special titles, and even create one of the most popular effects – Cinemagraph. Adobe® Fireworks® CS6 Software includes all

the basic tools and features that you need to build incredible artwork, produce professional-quality multimedia, and explore
powerful creative tools. With Fireworks® you can create everything from photo-realistic images to multi-layered websites.

Take advantage of multi-selections, channels, paths, layers, and masks for intuitive, efficient work. And then share your work
with others using Web-ready HTML5 and CSS3 web standards. The latest version of Adobe® Animate® CC CC 2015.1.2 for
Windows allows creating animation from one single frame to full animated video production. This software provides the best

solutions for creating animations and integrates the workflow of animation professionals. Adobe® Animate® CC CC 2015.1.2
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for Windows includes all new features and functionalities based on suggestions of professional animators. The latest version of
Adobe® After Effects® CC CC 2015.1.2 for Windows allows creating animations from one single frame to full animated video

production. This software provides the best solutions for creating animations and integrates the workflow of animation
professionals. Adobe® After Effects® CC CC 2015.1.2 for Windows includes all new features and functionalities based on

suggestions of professional animators. Apple® iMovie® 10.0.3 for Windows is the latest version of iMovie, a creative tool for
producing movies and television shows. iMovie 10 for Windows offers simple and straightforward features for creating, editing,
and adding music and effects to a video. iMovie 10 for Windows also includes an Apple TV app that allows users to access and
control your iMovie project from the Apple TV. Artists, designers, and enthusiasts can create stunning videos, animations, and
more with Adobe® DxO™ Lightroom® 5 for Windows. New features and improvements enhance the powerful and intuitive
workflow to create stunning images and videos, and make them look like they were taken by a professional. DxO Lightroom 5
for Windows also has an iOS version for Apple® iPhone® and iPad®. The latest version of Adobe® Dreamweaver® CC CC

2015.1.2 for Windows allows creating and editing websites 82157476af
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